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Abstract. We explain in detail the connections between the three concepts
in the title, and we discuss how the ‘big’ derived category of permutation
modules introduced in [BG20b] fits into the picture.

1. Introduction
Objectives. This article is a companion to our work in progress on Artin-Tate
motives from the point of view of tensor-triangular geometry, which we have started
to document in [BG19, BG20a, BG20b]. As such, its goal is to explain in detail
the beautiful connections between that subject matter and certain representation
theoretic topics. Partly, these connections are used in the work alluded to in order
to infer from representation theory to algebraic geometry, and partly they make
it possible to deduce consequences for representation theoretic questions from our
results in algebraic geometry.
In a nutshell, the main topics to be discussed are depicted in Figure 1, with the
names of those mathematicians who arguably contributed the most to our understanding of the corresponding interrelations between these topics. In their most
Artin motives
Voevodsky

Galois-Grothendieck

permutation modules

coh. Mackey functors
Yoshida

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of main topics
basic form, these connections are classical. Grothendieck’s Galois theory describes
an equivalence between finite étale-algebras over a field F and finite sets with an
action by the absolute Galois group Γ = ΓF . Permutation modules are obtained
by linearizing Γ-sets, and the corresponding process under the Galois equivalence
results precisely in étale correspondences, the zero-dimensional analogue of smooth
correspondences that are so central in Voevodsky’s approach to motives. This connects sheaves with transfers (and thus eventually Artin motives) and additive
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presheaves on permutation modules. Finally, the latter are nothing but cohomological Mackey functors, as observed by Yoshida.
Our interest is ultimately in these objects at the derived level, and more precisely in their ‘big derived categories’ (that is, compactly generated triangulated
categories). Let us fix a commutative ring R. As the category of R-linear cohomological Mackey functors for Γ, denoted Mackcoh
R Γ, is abelian, deriving it poses
no difficulty. Similarly, Voevodsky’s motives are intrinsically derived, and therefore so are his Artin motives DAM(F; R). However, permutation modules form an
additive category, and it does not seem obvious what its ‘derived’ category should
be. In [BG20b], we proposed a candidate, denoted DPerm(Γ; R), and discussed it
briefly. Our second goal in this article then is to discuss this candidate in more
detail and to justify our proposal. In particular, we will give a motivated definition which is intrinsic to permutation modules, establish fundamental properties
of the resulting category, and relate it to Artin motives and cohomological Mackey
functors. (1)

Content. We now turn to the contents of this paper in more detail, and we start by
recalling our proposal for the derived category of permutation modules. Throughout, Γ is a profinite group and R is a commutative ring.
To motivate the definition of DPerm(Γ; R), let us take a page from equivariant
homotopy theory. If G is a finite group, then a G-equivariant map f : X → Y
between G-spaces X and Y is called a G-weak-equivalence if the induced maps on
fixed points f H : X H → Y H are weak equivalences, for all subgroups H ≤ G. A
conceptual reason is that orbits G/H are ‘equivariant points’ and MapG (G/H, X) ∼
=
X H . Transposing to representation theory, where HomMod(Γ;R) (R(Γ/H), M ) ∼
=
M H , we define Γ-quasi-isomorphisms as those morphisms f : M → N of complexes
of discrete (Γ; R)-modules such that f H : M H → N H is a quasi-isomorphism for all
open subgroups H ≤ Γ.
1.1. Definition. The derived category of permutation modules is the Verdier localization


DPerm(Γ; R) = K(Perm(Γ; R)) {Γ-quasi-isos}−1
of the homotopy category of (not necessarily finitely generated) permutation modules with respect to Γ-quasi-isomorphisms.
Among other things, we will establish the following:
(a) The category DPerm(Γ; R) is tensor triangulated, compactly generated, and its
compact part is the idempotent-completion of Kb (perm(Γ; R)), the bounded
homotopy category of finitely generated permutation modules.

1 Due to space limitations, we do not discuss in this article a fourth incarnation of DPerm(Γ; R).
To wit, in the context of equivariant homotopy theory it may also be identified with the homotopy
category of the ∞-category ModHR (SH(Γ)). Here, SH(Γ) is the stable homotopy category of
(genuine) Γ-equivariant spectra, and HR is the Eilenberg-Maclane ring spectrum associated to
the constant Mackey functor with value R.
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(b) If Γ is the absolute Galois group of a field F, then DPerm(Γ; R) fits into the
following diagram of tensor-triangulated equivalences:
DAM(F; R)
g
7
(1.2)

∼

∼

w
DPerm(Γ; R) o

∼

'
/ D(Mackcoh
R Γ)

This realizes the interrelations set out in Figure 1 in a precise form. Note
also that DPerm(Γ; R) is therefore a bona fide derived category of an abelian
category. In particular, it admits a t-structure – which, alas, does not restrict
to the compact part.
As for the structure of the document, in Section 2 we recall some basics on
discrete and permutation modules, and in Section 3 we define DPerm(Γ; R) and
establish property (a). Much of the article (Sections 4 to 7) is devoted to the connections mentioned at the beginning of this introduction and depicted in Figure 1,
culminating in property (b). Finally, since the Mackey functoriality plays such
an important role in this story, it would be a shame not to discuss the higher-level
Mackey (2-)functoriality which the three categories in (1.2) exhibit in the argument
Γ and F, respectively. We do this in Section 8, and establish that the equivalences
in (1.2) are in spirit equivalences of Mackey 2-functors in the sense of [BD20].
Intended audience. Most, if not all, results in this article have appeared in the
literature in one form or another, although not always in the present generality nor
from the present point of view. Instead, our intention was to produce a unified treatment of topics which are strongly related but stretch across different disciplines. To
cater for readers with various backgrounds, we have tried to be more thorough and
elementary than it would otherwise have been necessary. We therefore hope that,
at least, algebraic geometers might learn something from representation theory, and
conversely, representation theorists something from algebraic geometry.
Notation and conventions. Throughout we fix a ring R of coefficients, commutative and with unit. Also, Γ denotes a profinite group. In Sections 6 and 7 it will
often be the absolute Galois group of some field with a fixed separable algebraic
closure.
All R-linear categories and functors are implicitly assumed to be additive. A
tensor category is an additive category with a symmetric monoidal structure, additive in both variables. Similarly, an R-linear tensor category is R-linear and a
tensor category such that the tensor product is R-linear in both variables.
Given an additive category A, we denote by A\ its idempotent-completion (also
called the Karoubi envelope).
2. Discrete and permutation modules
In this section we are going to recall basic facts about discrete (Γ; R)-modules
and, most relevantly for us, the subcategory of permutation modules.
2.1. Recollection. Recall the category Γ-Sets, whose objects are sets (viewed as
discrete topological spaces) on which Γ acts continuously, and whose morphisms
are Γ-equivariant maps. Continuity
of the action on a set X is equivalent to every

stabilizer subgroup Γx := γ ∈ Γ γ · x = x being open, i.e. closed and of finite
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index, for every x ∈ X. The category Γ-Sets has arbitrary coproducts, given by
disjoint union. We may thus write every X ∈ Γ-Sets as a coproduct of transitive
Γ-sets. By continuity, each transitive Γ-set is finite, (non-canonically) isomorphic
to Γ/H for some open subgroup H ≤ Γ.
The Cartesian product of sets on which Γ acts diagonally, endows Γ-Sets with a
symmetric monoidal structure, and the Cartesian product commutes with arbitrary
coproducts.
We will also be interested in the full subcategory Γ-sets of finite Γ-sets. The
symmetric monoidal structure restricts to Γ-sets.
2.2. Recollection. Consider the category Mod(Γ; R) of discrete (Γ; R)-modules, that
is, R-modules endowed with the discrete topology, on which Γ acts continuously.
Continuity ofthe action on an R-module M is equivalent to every stabilizer subgroup Γm := γ ∈ Γ γ · m = m being open.
The tensor product over R with the diagonal Γ-action endows Mod(Γ; R) with a
tensor structure:
M ⊗R N,
g(m ⊗ n) = gm ⊗ gn.
Similarly, the R-module HomR (M, N ) admits an ‘(anti)diagonal’ Γ-action defined
by (g f )(m) = g f (g −1 m). The case N = R with trivial Γ-action yields the R-linear
dual M ∗ = HomR (M, R).
2.3. Notation. In this article we will not consider anything but discrete (Γ; R)modules, and we will therefore often omit the adjective.
The notation H ≤ Γ will always denote an open subgroup of Γ. Similarly, N C Γ
will denote an open normal subgroup of Γ.
2.4. Notation. Let X be a Γ-set. We denote the associated discrete (Γ, R)-module
by R(X). In other words, R(X) is the free R-module on the basis X, and the
Γ-action is R-linearly extended from the action on X. Thus a functor
(2.5)

R(−) : Γ-Sets → Mod(Γ; R)

from Γ-sets to discrete modules, that preserves coproducts, and sends finite products to tensor products, in other words, is symmetric monoidal. An object in the
essential image of this functor is called a permutation module, and we denote the
full subcategory on permutation modules by Perm(Γ; R).
The finitely generated permutation modules are those in the essential image of
Γ-sets under R(−). They span a full subcategory denoted by perm(Γ; R). Thus
every object in Perm(Γ; R) (respectively, perm(Γ; R)) is a (respectively, finite) direct sum of permutation modules of the form R(Γ/H), H ≤ Γ. Both are tensor
categories (cf. our conventions set out on page 3).
RecallQthat a family G of objects in an abelian category is generating if the
functor g∈G Hom(g, −) is faithful. Having a generating set is a necessary condition for an abelian category to be Grothendieck. Recall also that an object
M in a Grothendieck abelian category is called finitely presented if every map
M → colimi Mi into a filtered colimit factors through some Mi .
2.6. Proposition. The category Mod(Γ;R) is Grothendieck abelian. A family of
finitely presented generators is given by R(Γ/H) H ≤ Γ open .
Proof. One easily verifies that the (conservative) forgetful functor Mod(Γ; R) →
Mod(R) creates finite limits and finite colimits as well as filtered colimits. In other
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words, those constructions, performed in R-modules still admit a continuous Γaction. Then Mod(Γ; R) admits filtered colimits
(hence coproducts), and filtered

colimits preserve monomorphisms. Since R(Γ/H) H ≤ Γ open is a family of
generators, Mod(Γ; R) is a Grothendieck category. That the objects in this family
are finitely presented is clear.

2.7. Remark. The objects in perm(Γ; R) are self-dual with respect to the tensor
product. Explicitly, if X is a finite Γ-set viewed as an R-basis for R(X), and if we
denote the dual basis of R(X)∗ = HomR (R(X), R) by (δx )x∈X , then the map
R(X) → R(X)∗

(2.8)

x 7→ δx

is Γ-equivariant, and therefore an isomorphism in perm(Γ; R).
2.9. Lemma. Let f : X → Y be a morphism in Γ-sets, and the associated morphism
f : R(X) → R(Y ) in perm(Γ; R). Its dual admits the following explicit description:
(2.8)

f∗

(2.8)

R(Y ) ' R(Y )∗ −→ R(X)∗ ' R(X)
X
y 7→
x.
f (x)=y

Proof. This is straightforward verification, using Remark 2.7.



2.10. Recollection. Let Γ0 ≤ Γ be an open subgroup and γ ∈ Γ. Given M ∈
Mod(Γ; R) we may restrict the action to obtain ResΓΓ0 M ∈ Mod(Γ0 ; R). This defines
a restriction functor which has an adjoint (on both sides) called induction:
IndΓΓ0 : Mod(Γ0 ; R)  Mod(Γ; R) : ResΓΓ0
It is easy to see that they restrict to an adjunction on permutation modules.
Given M ∈ Mod(Γ0 ; R) we denote by cγ (M ) the same R-module on which g ∈
γ 0
Γ = γΓ0 γ −1 acts via γ −1 gγ. This defines an adjoint equivalence (isomorphism)
cγ : Mod(Γ0 ; R) ' Mod(γ Γ0 ; R) : cγ −1
that restricts to permutation modules. The c? are called conjugation functors.
These functors satisfy axioms reminiscent of Mackey functors (see Section 4) and
we will say more about this in Section 8. Here, we recall only the most substantial
of these axioms, namely the Mackey formula.
2.11. Remark. Fix two (open, as always) subgroups H, K ≤ Γ. The Mackey formula
is a natural (but non-canonical) isomorphism of functors Mod(H; R) → Mod(K; R)
H
ResΓK ◦ IndΓH ' ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H IndK
K∩gH ◦cg ◦ ResKg ∩H

where we write [g] ∈ K\Γ/H to mean that we have fixed a choice of a representative
g ∈ γ for every class γ ∈ K\Γ/H. ¿From this, one deduces a Mackey formula for
tensor products:


IndΓK R ⊗ IndΓH W ' IndΓK ResΓK IndΓH W ' ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H IndΓK∩gH cg ResH
Kg ∩H W.
In particular, for W = R, we get
(2.12)

R(Γ/K) ⊗ R(Γ/H) ' ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H R(Γ/(K ∩ gH))
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where the isomorphism may be explicitly described on the canonical R-basis as
[γ]K ⊗ [γg]H ←[ [γ]K∩gH .
2.13. Corollary. Fix H, K ≤ Γ. There is an R-linear isomorphism
R(K\Γ/H) ' Homperm(Γ;R) (R(Γ/K), R(Γ/H)).
P
Explicitly, the isomorphism sends [g] to the map ([γ]K 7→ [x]∈K/K∩gH [γxg]H ).
Proof. By Remark 2.7, morphisms R(Γ/K) → R(Γ/H) are in bijection with morphisms
(2.12)

R → R(Γ/K) ⊗ R(Γ/H) ' ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H R(Γ/K ∩ gH),
that is, with Γ-invariant elements of ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H R(Γ/K ∩ gH). Thus the first claim.
The explicit description of this isomorphism follows from the explicit description
of (2.12) in Remark 2.11.

2.14. Remark. Let N ⊆ Γ be a closed but not necessarily open normal subgroup
and set Γ̄ = Γ/N . Restriction along the quotient map Γ → Γ̄ induces the inflation
functor
InflΓΓ̄ : Mod(Γ̄; R) → Mod(Γ; R).
For later use we record the following fact.
2.15. Lemma. The inflation functor is fully faithful on permutation modules:
InflΓΓ̄ : perm(Γ̄; R)  perm(Γ; R).
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.13. Indeed, if N ⊂ K, H ≤ Γ
and if we set H̄ = H/N , K̄ = K/N , then the map on hom sets induced by inflation
Homperm(Γ̄;R) (R(Γ̄/K̄), R(Γ̄/H̄)) → Homperm(Γ;R) (R(Γ/K), R(Γ/H))
corresponds to the isomorphism R(K̄\Γ̄/H̄) ∼
= R(K\Γ/H) of double cosets.



3. The derived category of permutation modules
In this section we define one of the central objects in this paper, the derived
category of permutation modules, and establish some of its fundamental properties.
3.1. Definition. An object X ∈ K(Perm(Γ; R)) is said to be Γ-acyclic if for each
open subgroup H ≤ Γ, the complex X H of H-fixed points is acyclic. A morphism
f in K(Perm(Γ; R)) is said to be a Γ-quasi-isomorphism if its cone is Γ-acyclic. The
full subcategory of Γ-acyclic objects is denoted by KΓ-ac (Perm(Γ; R)), and the class
of Γ-quasi-isomorphisms is denoted by QIΓ .
3.2. Remark. Of course, f : X → Y is a Γ-quasi-isomorphism if and only if, for
each open H ≤ Γ, the morphism f H : X H → Y H is a quasi-isomorphism.
3.3. Remark. For all X ∈ K(Perm(Γ; R)), H ≤ Γ, and n ∈ Z, we have
HomK(Mod(Γ;R)) (R(Γ/H)[n], X) = HomK(Mod(R)) (R[n], X H ) = Hn (X H ).
Hence we obtain the identification
(3.4)

⊥

KΓ-ac (Perm(Γ; R)) = {R(Γ/H) | H ≤ Γ}⊥ = (Kb (perm(Γ; R)))

with the right orthogonal complement of finitely generated permutation modules
in K(Perm(Γ; R)).
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3.5. Remark. In general, KΓ-ac (Perm(Γ; R)) is non-zero. For example, let Γ =
Cp = hσ | σ p = 1i be a cyclic group of odd prime order, let R = k be a field of
characteristic p, and consider the complex


X=

···

σ−1 η
 0



/ kCp ⊕ k

( α η0 )



/ kCp ⊕ k

σ−1 η
 0



/ kCp ⊕ k

( α η0 )

/ ··· ,

where η : k → kCp and  : kCp → k are the unit and counit, respectively, and
Pp−1
where α is multiplication by i=0 iσ i . It is acyclic and stays so after taking Cp fixed points. On
 the other hand, X is not contractible. Indeed, the inclusion
η
K = ker σ−1
 0  kCp ⊕ k cannot split in Mod(Cp ; k) by Krull-Schmidt, because
the k-vector space K is 2-dimensional and p > 2.
3.6. Definition. The (big) derived category of permutation modules of Γ with coefficients in R is the Verdier localization:
K(Perm(Γ; R))
.
DPerm(Γ; R) = K(Perm(Γ; R))[QIΓ−1 ] =
KΓ-ac (Perm(Γ; R))
All we know a priori is that DPerm(Γ; R) is a triangulated category. Before
establishing some of its additional fundamental structures and properties we need
to recall general facts from [Nee92]; see [Nee01, Chapter 9] or [Kra10].
3.7. Recollection. Let S be a triangulated category with all (small) coproducts. An
object X ∈ S is called compact if HomS (X, −) preserves coproducts. The subcategory of compact objects is denoted by Sc . And S is compactly generated if
there is a set of compact objects G ⊂ Sc which generates S as a localizing subcategory. The latter condition is equivalent to the right orthogonal complement
G⊥ = {Y ∈ S | Hom(Σn X, Y ) = 0, ∀n ∈ Z, X ∈ G} being zero.
3.8. Recollection. Let S and T be triangulated categories with all coproducts.
(a) Brown Representability: If S is compactly generated, an exact functor F : S → T
preserves coproducts if and only if it admits a right adjoint. A left adjoint preserves compacts if and only if its right adjoint preserves coproducts.
(b) Neeman-Thomason Localization: Let G ⊆ T c be a set of compacts objects.
Then S = Loc(G) is compactly generated and the inclusion S  T admits a right
adjoint ∆, by (a). Moreover Sc = thick(G) and the composite S  T  T/S⊥ is
an equivalence, with quasi-inverse induced by ∆.
(c) In the situation of (b), if moreover T is compactly generated, that right adjoint ∆ admits another right adjoint and we have a recollement of triangulated
categories
u SO )
incl

L

∆

)Tu
O
incl O
(( ⊥ vv
S

Note that K(Perm(Γ; R)) admits small coproducts. We may therefore consider
the localizing subcategory generated by permutation modules.
3.9. Proposition. The composite
Loc(R(Γ/H) | H ≤ Γ)  K(Perm(Γ; R))  DPerm(Γ; R)
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is an equivalence.
Proof. Since homology and the fixed-point functors preserve coproducts, it follows from Remark 3.3 that the R(Γ/H) are compact objects in K(Perm(Γ; R)),
for all H ≤ Γ. The result then follows directly from Recollection 3.8 (b) for
G := R(Γ/H) H ≤ Γ and T := K(Perm(Γ; R)). Indeed, by (3.4), the right
orthogonal of S = Loc(G) is S⊥ = KΓ-ac (Perm(Γ; R)).

3.10. Corollary. The triangulated category DPerm(Γ; R) is compactly generated and
its subcategory of compact objects is canonically equivalent to the thick subcategory
of K(Perm(Γ; R)) generated by permutation modules:
(3.11)

DPerm(Γ; R)c ∼
= thick(perm(Γ; R)) = Kb (perm(Γ; R)\ )

Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.9, by Recollection 3.8 (b).



3.12. Remark. In [BG20b, Remark 4.21] we defined DPerm(Γ; R) as the localizing subcategory of K(Perm(Γ; R)) generated by (transitive) permutation modules.
Proposition 3.9 shows that this definition is compatible with ours, and from now on,
we will switch freely between viewing DPerm(Γ; R) as a quotient or a subcategory
of K(Perm(Γ; R)).
Since Perm(Γ; R) is a tensor category (Notation 2.4) and the tensor product
commutes with coproducts, the category K(Perm(Γ; R)) is tensor triangulated and
the tensor product commutes with coproducts. We now observe that this tensor
structure restricts to DPerm(Γ; R).
3.13. Corollary. The subcategory DPerm(Γ; R) ⊆ K(Perm(Γ; R)) is closed under
tensor products and thereby inherits a tensor triangulated structure. In particular,
the tensor product commutes with small coproducts.
Proof. It suffices to observe that the subcategory of compact objects Kb (perm(Γ; R)\ )
is closed under tensor products in K(Perm(Γ; R)).

3.14. Remark. The quotient functor K  K[QIΓ−1 ] realizes DPerm(Γ; R) as a Bousfield colocalization of K = K(Perm(Γ; R)). We will later see (Remark 5.12) that it
is also a Bousfield localization (i.e. that quotient also admits a fully faithful right
adjoint), at least if Γ is finite. This will become more transparent once we translate
the question into the language of cohomological Mackey functors as we start doing
in the next section.
We end this section with the ‘derived’ analogue of Lemma 2.15.
3.15. Lemma. Let N ⊆ Γ be a closed but not necessarily open normal subgroup
and set Γ̄ = Γ/N . Then inflation induces a fully faithful embedding
InflΓΓ̄ : DPerm(Γ̄; R) → DPerm(Γ; R)
with image the localizing subcategory generated by R(Γ/K) where N ⊆ K ≤ Γ.
Proof. Inflation induces a functor on compact objects (by Corollary 3.10):
InflΓΓ̄ : Kb (perm(Γ̄; R)\ ) → Kb (perm(Γ; R)\ ).
This functor is fully faithful, by Lemma 2.15. The claim follows immediately.
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3.16. Remark. On compact objects, the fully faithfulness of inflation allows us to
reduce many questions to the case where Γ is a finite group. Indeed, it follows that
[
Kb (perm(Γ; R)\ ) =
Kb (perm(Γ/N ; R)\ ).
N CΓ

4. Mackey functors
4.1. Recollection. Mackey functors for a finite group G may be defined in several
different ways, and we refer to [TW95] or [Del19] for ample details. In an elementary
way, Mackey functors associate R-modules to subgroups of G, together with Rlinear induction, restriction, and conjugation actions which satisfy a list of very
sensible axioms, including the “Mackey axiom” which stipulates that Mackey’s
formula should hold (and gives the Mackey functors their name).
Equivalently, Mackey functors may be viewed as “bifunctors”
(M∗ , M ∗ ) : G-sets → Mod(R)
on the category of finite G-sets, where the covariant part M∗ encodes induction and
the contravariant part M ∗ encodes restriction (and they both encode conjugation).
These bifunctors are meant to satisfy two axioms: additivity and, again, the Mackey
axiom which can now be expressed as a base change formula for commuting the
covariant and the contravariant part.
Both of these definitions readily generalize to profinite groups, and they are
again shown to be equivalent in [BB04, Theorem 2.7]. Note that in the formulation
in terms of bivariant functors, Mackey functors are perhaps better known as “Γmodulations” [NSW08, Definition 1.5.10].
4.2. Recollection. The most convenient description of Mackey functors for us is
the following. It is a special case of Mackey functors on compact closed categories [PS07]. Recall (Recollection 2.1) that Γ-sets denotes the category of finite
Γ-sets, and consider the associated category of spans, denoted span(Γ-sets). In
other words, the objects are the same as those of Γ-sets, and a morphism from X
to Y is an isomorphism class of spans
Z
X

y
%

Y

where two spans (X, Z, Y ) and (X, Z 0 , Y ) are considered isomorphic if there is an
∼
isomorphism Z → Z 0 making the two obvious triangles commute. The composite
of two spans (X, Z, Y ) and (Y, V, W ) is obtained by forming the Cartesian square
Z ×Y V
Z
X

y

(
v
(

Y

v

V
&

W.

+ Y .
We sometimes denote a span from X to Y by the symbol X →
Note that if φ : Γ → Γ0 is a morphism of pro-finite groups, there is a canonical
functor Γ0 -sets → Γ-sets by restricting along φ, and an induced functor span(Γ0 -sets) →
span(Γ-sets). If φ is surjective, we will typically denote the induced functor by InflΓΓ0 .
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4.3. Lemma. Let N ⊆ Γ be a closed but not necessarily open normal subgroup.
The functor
InflΓΓ/N : span(Γ/N -sets) → span(Γ-sets)
is faithful.
Proof. The functor InflΓΓ/N : Γ/N -sets → Γ-sets is fully faithful from which the
claim immediately follows.

4.4. Corollary. The category span(Γ-sets) is the filtered colimit of the (possibly
non-full) subcategories span(Γ/N -sets) for normal open subgroups N C Γ.

4.5. Definition. The disjoint union endows span(Γ-sets) with both finite coproducts
and finite products. It follows that group completing the hom-sets (which are commutative monoids) makes the category additive. We denote the resulting additive
category by
Ω(Γ).
An (R-linear) Mackey functor is an additive functor Ω(Γ)op → Mod(R). It is
π
π
called cohomological if, in addition, it sends the span Γ/H ←
− Γ/K −
→ Γ/H to
multiplication by the index [H : K] whenever K ≤ H, and where π denotes the
canonical projection. A morphism of (cohomological) Mackey functors is a natural
transformation of functors. This defines abelian categories
Mackcoh
R Γ ⊆ MackR Γ.
Note that we may extend scalars to R formally, denoting the resulting category
by ΩR (Γ), in which case Mackey functors are identified with R-linear (additive)
functors ΩR (Γ)op → Mod(R).
4.6. Remark. There are canonical faithful embeddings
/ span(Γ-sets) o

Γ-sets
(f : X → Y )



(Γ-sets)op

f
/ (X = X −
→Y)

(Y ←
− X = X) o
f

 (f : X → Y )

Composing with these embeddings (followed by the canonical functor to Ω(Γ)) we
obtain from every Mackey functor M : Ω(Γ)op → Mod(R) a bifunctor (M∗ , M ∗ )
on Γ-sets. For Γ finite, this identifies Mackey functors in the ‘new’ sense of Definition 4.5 with Mackey functors in the ‘old’ sense of Recollection 4.1 [Lin76]. It now
follows formally from Corollary 4.4 that the same is true for pro-finite groups Γ.
4.7. Remark. There is an auto-duality Ω(Γ)op ' Ω(Γ) which sends a span X ←
Z → Y to Y ← Z → X (and is the identity on objects). In particular, we could
also define a Mackey functor to be an additive functor Ω(Γ) → Mod(R).
The symmetric monoidal structure on Γ-sets (which is the Cartesian product on
underlying sets, see Recollection 2.1) induces a tensor structure on Ω(Γ).
4.8. Lemma. Let R(−) : Γ-sets → perm(Γ; R) be the functor of (2.5), and let
R(−)∗ : Γ-setsop → perm(Γ; R) be that functor followed by taking duals. There is
an essentially unique (necessarily additive) functor R(−) : Ω(Γ) → perm(Γ; R) such
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that the following diagram commutes up to isomorphisms (the horizontal arrows
being the canonical embeddings, Remark 4.6):
/ Ω(Γ) o

Γ-sets

Γ-setsop

R(−)

R(−)∗

%  x
perm(Γ; R)

R(−)

Proof. As the category Ω(Γ) is obtained from span(Γ-sets) by group-completing the
homomorphism monoids, and since perm(Γ; R) is additive, it is clear that it suffices
to prove the same statement with span(Γ-sets) instead of Ω(Γ). In that case, we
can verify the universal property of the category of spans [BD20, Prop. A.5.3].
The extension R(−) : span(Γ-sets) → perm(Γ; R) is given by
(Remark 2.7)
X 7→ R(X) ' R(X)∗


∗
f
g
f
g
(X ←
−Z−
→ Y ) 7→ R(X) ' R(X)∗ −→ R(Z)∗ ' R(Z) −
→ R(Y ) .
It suffices to show the following property. Given a Cartesian square in Γ-sets:
X

δ

γ


W

/Y
α

β


/Z

we want to show that α∗ ◦ β = δ ◦ γ ∗ as morphisms R(W ) → R(Y ) in perm(Γ; R).
Using Lemma 2.9, we recognize the two morphisms as sending w ∈ W to
X
X
y
and
δ(x)
y∈Y | α(y)=β(w)

x∈X | γ(x)=w

respectively. The fact that the square was Cartesian to start with implies that these
two elements in R(Y ) are equal.

4.9. Remark. We record for later the following explicit description of the functor
R(−) : Ω(Γ) → perm(Γ; R) on spans such as
(4.10)
X

v

f

Z

g

(

Y.

It follows from Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 2.9 that (4.10) gets sent to the R-linear
map R(X) → R(Y ) extending
X
x 7−→
g(z).
z∈Z | f (z)=x

4.11. Recollection. We will need the following description of the monoids of homomorphisms in span(Γ-sets) from [TW95, Proposition 2.2]. Let H, K ≤ Γ. Then
Homspan(Γ-sets) (Γ/K, Γ/H) is the free abelian monoid on the basis represented by
diagrams
g

(4.12)
Γ/K

v

K
πL

Γ/L

H
πL

(

Γ/H
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K
where [g] ∈ K\Γ/H and L ≤ Kg ∩ H up to Kg ∩ H-conjugacy. The maps g πL
and
H
g
πL are the obvious (twisted) projections sending [γ]L to [ γ]K and [γ]H respectively.
It follows that the group HomΩ(Γ) (Γ/K, Γ/H) is free abelian on the same basis.
Note that by Remark 4.9, the image of the span (4.12) in perm(Γ; R) is the
R-linear map R(Γ/K) → R(Γ/H) extending
X
(4.13)
[γ]K 7−→
[γxg]H .
[x]∈K/gL

4.14. Remark. On pro-finite groups, an important difference between Mackey functors and cohomological Mackey functors is that the latter are more strongly controlled by their values on finite quotients. To make this precise, we start with the
following elementary observation. Consider a prototypical span (4.12). We may
rewrite it as
Γ/L
Kg ∩H

g

Γ/K

K
πK
g ∩H

 πL
g
Γ/K ∩ H

H
πK
g ∩H

v
(

Γ/H

and thereby recognize that it factors as a composite:
g

Γ/Kg ∩ H

Γ/K

Γ/L

g ∩H

K
πL

K
πK
g ∩H

v
Γ/K ∩ H

v

g

g ∩H

K
πL

(
Γ/Kg ∩ H

Γ/Kg ∩ H πHg

K ∩H

(

Γ/H.

Recall that the span in the middle is taken to multiplication by [Kg ∩H : L] by each
cohomological Mackey functor. In other words, the values a cohomological Mackey
+ Γ/H, are determined by its restriction to Γ/N for
functor takes on spans Γ/K →
any N C Γ contained in H ∩ K.
4.15. Notation. Consider the additive category ΩR (Γ). We define a two-sided ideal
of homomorphisms IR (Γ) by giving a set of generators:
(4.16)
Γ/H

v

H
πK

Γ/K

H
πK

(

−

[H : K] · idΓ/H

Γ/H

for each K ≤ H ≤ Γ.
4.17. Proposition. The functor R(−) : ΩR (Γ) → perm(Γ; R) of Lemma 4.8 induces
an equivalence of additive categories
(4.18)

ΩR (Γ) ∼
→ perm(Γ; R).
IR (Γ)

Proof. It is clear from (4.13) that every generator (4.16) is sent to 0 in perm(Γ; R).
As the functor R(−) is additive, this yields the functor (4.18) of the statement.
It is also clear that the functor is essentially surjective, and it remains to prove
fully faithfulness. Fix H, K ≤ Γ and consider the induced homomorphism
(4.19)

HomΩR (Γ) (Γ/K, Γ/H) → Homperm(Γ;R) (R(Γ/K), R(Γ/H)).
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The codomain of this homomorphism is isomorphic to R(K\Γ/H) by Corollary 2.13,
and from (4.13) we deduce that the span
g

(4.20)
Γ/K

K
πK
g ∩H

Γ/Kg ∩ H

t

H
πK
g ∩H

*

Γ/H

gets sent to [g] ∈ R(K\Γ/H). In other words, we have found an R-free submodule
M (on the basis of spans as in (4.20), cf. Recollection 4.11) of HomΩR (Γ) (Γ/K, Γ/H)
which maps isomorphically onto Homperm(Γ;R) (R(Γ/K), R(Γ/H)). On the other
+ Γ/H is equivalent, modulo
hand, we saw in Remark 4.14 that every span Γ/K →
IR (Γ), to a linear combination of spans as in (4.20). This shows that the composite
M  HomΩR (Γ) (Γ/K, Γ/H) 

HomΩR (Γ) (Γ/K, Γ/H)
IR (Γ)(Γ/K, Γ/H)

is also surjective and hence an isomorphism, and this concludes the proof.
op

4.21. Corollary. Let M : Ω(Γ)
following solid-arrows diagram:



→ Mod(R) be a Mackey functor and consider the

Ω(Γ)op

M

/ Mod(R)
7

R(−)


perm(Γ; R)op

M̄

If an R-linear factorization M̄ as indicated exists then it is unique. Moreover, it
does exist if and only if M is cohomological.
Proof. Both R(−) and M factor uniquely through ΩR (Γ)op , and we may translate the diagram and the statement into one with Ω(Γ)op replaced by ΩR (Γ)op .
By Proposition 4.17, perm(Γ; R) is a quotient of ΩR (Γ) from which the first statement follows. It also follows from Proposition 4.17 that M̄ exists if and only if M
sends generators (4.16) of IR (Γ) to 0 which is precisely the condition that M be
cohomological.

Let us also state explicitly the following immediate consequence, essentially due
to Yoshida [Yos83].
4.22. Corollary. Precomposition with R(−) : Ω(Γ) → perm(Γ; R) induces an equivalence of R-linear Grothendieck abelian categories
Mackcoh
R Γ ' PShR (perm(Γ; R))
where we write PShR (perm(Γ; R)) for the category of R-linear (additive) presheaves
perm(Γ; R)op → Mod(R), a. k. a. the category of right-modules over the additive
category perm(Γ; R).

4.23. Remark. Corollary 4.22 allows us to define a tensor structure on cohomological Mackey functors. For this, recall that perm(Γ; R) is an R-linear tensor
category. There is an essentially unique way of endowing R-linear presheaves with
an R-linear closed tensor structure such that the Yoneda functor perm(Γ; R) →
PShR (perm(Γ; R)) is tensor, called the Day convolution product. We will from
now on view Mackcoh
R Γ as an R-linear tensor category via Corollary 4.22 and Day
convolution.
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Concretely, given a cohomological Mackey functor M viewed as an R-linear
presheaf on perm(Γ; R), we may write it canonically as a colimit of representables,
indexed by the category of permutation modules P over M :
∼

colim P → M.
P →M

In particular, we find that
M ⊗ M0 ∼
=

colim

P →M, P 0 →M 0

P ⊗ P 0.

5. The functor of fixed-points
We now want to establish one of the equivalences of (1.2), namely
(5.1)

∼

DPerm(Γ; R) → D(Mackcoh
R Γ)

between the derived category of permutation modules DPerm(Γ; R) introduced in
Section 3 and the derived category of the abelian category Mackcoh
R Γ of cohomological Mackey functors discussed in Section 4. To this end, we identify Mackcoh
R Γ
with the category of contravariant R-linear functors from perm(Γ; R) to Mod(R),
as in Corollary 4.22. Let us start by defining the functor in (5.1).
5.2. Construction. Note that perm(Γ; R) is a subcategory of Mod(Γ; R). Hence any
discrete module M ∈ Mod(Γ; R) defines by ‘restricted Yoneda’ an R-linear functor
FP(M ) = HomMod(Γ;R) (−, M )|perm(Γ;R) : perm(Γ; R)op → Mod(R).
This defines a functor FP : Mod(Γ; R) → PShR (perm(Γ; R)) = Mackcoh
R Γ.
5.3. Remark. The notation FP should evoke ‘fixed points’. Indeed, when evaluated
at one of the additive generators R(Γ/H) of perm(Γ; R), where H ≤ Γ, we get


FP(M ) R(Γ/H) = Hom(R(Γ/H), M ) ∼
= MH.
5.4. Remark. The functor FP admits a left adjoint LP : Mackcoh
R Γ → Mod(Γ; R)
given by left Kan extension of the inclusion perm(Γ; R)  Mod(Γ; R) along the
(R-linear) Yoneda embedding perm(Γ; R)  PShR (perm(Γ; R)):
perm(Γ; R) /

Yoneda


PShR (perm(Γ; R)) = Mackcoh
R Γ

/ Mod(Γ; R)
4
LP

The value of LP on a cohomological Mackey functor M is the colimit colimP →M P
in Mod(Γ; R) of all finitely generated permutation modules P over M in Mackcoh
R Γ.
This is a standard universal property of the presheaf category. The functor LP is
automatically a colimit-preserving tensor functor (cf. Remark 4.23).
5.5. Lemma. The functor FP : Mod(Γ; R) → Mackcoh
R Γ of Construction 5.2
(a) is R-linear and lax monoidal,
(b) preserves filtered colimits (and thus coproducts), and
(c) is fully faithful.
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Proof. The first item is obvious (as right adjoint of a tensor functor) and so is the
second by Remark 5.3. For the last item, we evaluate the counit of the adjunction
LP a FP on a discrete module M ∈ Mod(Γ; R), and find that it is given by the
canonical morphism
colim P → M
P →M

where the colimit is indexed by finitely generated permutation modules P over M
(cf. Remark 5.4). As M is discrete, this morphism is surjective (cf. Recollection 2.2).
To prove that the morphism is injective as well, let f : P → M be a map from
a permutation module P , and let p ∈ P such that f (p) = 0. There exists some
H ≤ Γ such that p ∈ P H , thus a map R(Γ/H) → P which sends [e]H to p. In the
indexing category for the colimit we therefore find a span
f

p

→ M)
3 (P −

0

(R(Γ/H) −
→ M)
0

+

0

(0 −
→ M)

from which it follows that p ∈ P vanishes in the colimit.



We can now identify projective cohomological Mackey functors.
5.6. Proposition (cf. [TW95, Theorem 16.5]). The fixed-point functor FP induces
equivalences of tensor categories:
Perm(Γ; R)\
O

FP
∼

/ Proj(Mackcoh
Γ)
O R
O

O
perm(Γ; R)\

FP
∼

/ proj(Mackcoh
R Γ)

where Proj stands for the subcategory of projective objects and proj for that of the
finitely presented projective objects, in the Grothendieck category Mackcoh
R Γ.
Proof. By Yoneda, we have for every P ∈ perm(Γ; R) that HomMackcoh
(P, ?) ∼
=?(P )
R Γ
preserves all colimits (computed objectwise). It follows that every P in perm(Γ; R) is
finitely presented projective in Mackcoh
R Γ. Note that on perm(Γ; R), the functor FP
is nothing but the Yoneda embedding. In particular it is fully-faithful, and remains
so on perm(Γ; R)\ and on Perm(Γ; R)\ (closure under coproducts). So the two
functors FP of the statement are fully faithful and take values inside projectives,
as indicated. Only their essential surjectivity remains to be seen.
Let M : perm(Γ; R)op → Mod(R) be in Mackcoh
R Γ. Again by Yoneda, the map


a
P
−→ M
P ∈perm(Γ;R)
P →M

is an epimorphism in Mackcoh
R Γ. If M is projective then this map must admit a
section, showing that M is a direct summand of a coproduct of P ’s. If moreover
M is finitely presented, that section must factor via a finite coproduct.

We now come to the announced equivalence (5.1). In view of Proposition 5.6,
consider the functor FP : K(Perm(Γ; R)) → K(Proj(Mackcoh
R Γ)) on chain complexes. Post-composing with the canonical quotient functor and pre-composing
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with the inclusion of Remark 3.12, we obtain
FP

coh
DPerm(Γ; R)  K(Perm(Γ; R)) −−→ K(Proj(Mackcoh
R Γ))  D(MackR Γ).

5.7. Corollary. The above is an equivalence of tensor triangulated categories:
(5.8)

∼

FP : DPerm(Γ; R) → D(Mackcoh
R Γ).

Proof. The functor (5.8) is a coproduct-preserving triangulated functor, since it is
defined as the composite of three such functors. It restricts to an equivalence
(5.9)

∼

Kb (perm(Γ; R)\ ) → Kb (proj(Mackcoh
R Γ))

by Proposition 5.6 and the fact that, as for every abelian category, the functor
coh
Kb (proj(Mackcoh
R Γ)) → D(MackR Γ)

is fully faithful. Since the left-hand side of (5.9) is the compact part of DPerm(Γ; R)
by Corollary 3.10, it suffices to prove that the right-hand side of (5.9) is the compact
part of D(Mackcoh
R Γ) and generates the latter. For every P ∈ perm(Γ; R), we have
(5.10)

HomD(Mackcoh
(FP(P ), X) = HomK(Mackcoh
(FP(P ), X)
R Γ)
R Γ)
= H0 (X(P )).

Since homology and evaluation at P commute with coproducts, this shows that
the right-hand side of (5.9) consists of compact objects in D(Mackcoh
R Γ). Similarly,
these FP(P ) generate D(Mackcoh
Γ)
since
a
complex
X
of
cohomological
Mackey
R
functors that is right-orthogonal to FP(P )[i] for all i ∈ Z must have trivial homology
by (5.10), i.e. be zero in the derived category.
It remains to show that the equivalence in the statement is compatible with the
tensor structures. We know that FP of Lemma 5.5 is lax monoidal, hence so is
the functor (5.8). Since the equivalence on compacts (5.9) is tensor, and since the
tensor product commutes with coproducts in each variable, the claim follows. 
5.11. Remark. In [TW95, § 16] it was shown that Mackcoh
R G for G finite is the
category of modules over the so-called cohomological Mackey algebra. The interested
reader can verify that a similar description of Mackcoh
R Γ exists for profinite groups Γ,
at the cost of using the possibly non-unital ring
E = tH,K≤Γ Homperm(Γ;R) (R(Γ/H), R(Γ/K)).
The multiplication of this generalized cohomological Mackey algebra is given by
composition. Cohomological Mackey functors for Γ are then identified with unital
right modules over E (that is, right modules M such that M · E = M ).
We found it easier to use modules over an additive category, i.e. presheaves (as
in Corollary 4.22), rather than modules over non-unital rings.
5.12. Remark. Let us return to the localization K(Perm(Γ; R))  DPerm(Γ; R) of
Definition 3.6 (cf. Remark 3.14). First note that K(Perm(Γ; R)) is a triangulated
category with small coproducts, hence is idempotent-complete. It follows easily
that K(Perm(Γ; R)) ∼
= K(Perm(Γ; R)\ ). So we can identify K(Perm(Γ; R)) with the
homotopy category of projectives K(Proj(Mackcoh
R Γ)) by Proposition 5.6.
Assume now that Γ = G is finite and that R is coherent. In that case, Mackcoh
R Γ
is the category of modules over the cohomological Mackey algebra E of [TW95], as
in Remark 5.11. And the ring E remains coherent. We can then invoke [Nee08]
to conclude that the homotopy category of projectives E-modules is compactly
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generated. Hence so is K(Perm(G; R)) in that case. Applying the general results
of Recollection 3.8 (c) to the triangulated category T = K(Perm(G; R)) and to the
set of compact objects G = R(G/H) H ≤ G we obtain the following left-hand
recollement of triangulated categories
DPerm(G; R)
O
z
$
Q

incl

D(Mackcoh
G)
O R $
z
incl

Q

z
$
K(Perm(G; R))
O

"
|
coh
K(Proj(MackR G))
O

O

O
""
||
Kac (Proj(Mackcoh
R G))

incl

zz
KG-ac (Perm(G; R))
$$

incl

Under the equivalences of Proposition 5.6 and Corollary 5.7, this recollement can
be translated into the recollement depicted on the right-hand side above.
At the moment, we do not know if this can be extended to profinite groups. The
main issue is whether K(Proj(Mackcoh
R Γ)) remains compactly generated.
6. Sheaves with transfers
In Voevodsky’s approach to motives of algebraic varieties over a field, a central
concept is the one of transfers. His observation was that for a well-behaved theory
it is not enough to consider morphisms of varieties but one has to allow for (finitely)
multi-valued maps. Equivalently, one has to allow certain ‘wrong-way’ morphisms,
that is, transfers. In this section we recall this notion and some basic facts about
sheaves with transfers.
The mention of ‘wrong-way’ morphisms and multi-valued maps should ring a bell.
As we saw in Section 2, adding ‘wrong-way’ morphisms to Γ-sets results in the span
category and this is only one step away from permutation modules. The other goal
of this section then is to explain the connections between transfers, permutation
modules and cohomological Mackey functors. The basic dictionary between the
two sides is provided by Galois theory, and looks as follows (with notation to be
introduced in the present section), cf. [KY15].
algebraic geometry

representation theory

Sm0F
span(Sm0F )
Ω(F)
CorF ⊗ R
ShNis (CorF ; R)

Γ-sets
span(Γ-sets)
Ω(Γ)
perm(Γ; R)
Mackcoh
R Γ

6.1. Hypothesis. Let F be a field with a choice of separable algebraic closure F
and absolute Galois group Γ = ΓF := Gal(F/F). All schemes are assumed to
be separated and of finite type over their base field (which is often F, or a finite
extension thereof).
6.2. Recollection. Let X and Y be smooth F-schemes. The free abelian group on
integral subschemes of X × Y , finite and surjective over a connected component
of X, is denoted Cor(X, Y ), or CorF (X, Y ) to be more precise. These are the finite
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correspondences from X to Y . The category whose objects are smooth F-schemes
and whose morphisms are finite correspondences is denoted CorF . The composition is defined in terms of push-forward and intersection of cycles [CD19, § 9.1].
There is a faithful functor SmF → CorF from smooth F-schemes to the category
of F-correspondences, which takes a morphism to its graph (and is the identity
on objects). Note that the cartesian product endows CorF with the structure of a
tensor category (finite biproducts are given by the disjoint union of schemes).
6.3. Example. Let X be a`zero-dimensional smooth F-scheme, i.e. a scheme étale
n
over Spec(F). Then X = i=1 Spec(Ki ) is a finite disjoint union of spectra of finite
separable extensions of F. A finite correspondence
from X to Y is a finite linear
`
combination of closed points of X × Y = i YKi , that is, Cor(X, Y ) is the group of
zero cycles in X × Y , denoted Z0 (X × Y ). Moreover, the finite correspondences in
Cor(Y, X) are finite linear combinations of connected components of Y × X, that
is, the free abelian group on π0 (Y × X).
We denote the full subcategory of CorF spanned by the zero-dimensional smooth
F-schemes by Cor0F . Of course, it is a tensor subcategory of CorF .
6.4. Recollection. Let X be a scheme over F and consider the set of F-points:
X(F) := HomF (Spec(F), XF ).
The action of Γ on XF endows X(F) with the structure of a Γ-set, and elaborating
a bit one finds a functor
SchF → Γ-Sets.
Galois theory (for example in the form of [Gro63, Exposé V]) tells us that this
functor restricts to an equivalence
∼

Sm0F → Γ-sets
between finite étale F-schemes and finite Γ-sets. The inverse of this equivalence
H
sends a transitive Γ-set Γ/H to Spec(F ).
6.5. Remark. ¿From the equivalence of Recollection 6.4 we deduce an equivalence
of span categories:
∼
span(Sm0F ) → span(Γ-sets).
Let us denote by Ω(F) the additive category obtained from span(Sm0F ) by group
completing the monoids of homomorphisms. Thus a further equivalence (cf. Definition 4.5):
∼
Ω(F) → Ω(Γ).
The objects of Ω(F) and Cor0F coincide, and are in both cases the zero-dimensional
smooth F-schemes. Morphisms between two zero-dimensional smooth F-schemes
X and Y in the two categories are also closely related. Indeed, in Ω(F) the group
of morphisms X → Y is generated by spans f : Z → X × Y with Z another
smooth zero-dimensional F-scheme. In Cor0F the group of morphisms X → Y is
generated by spans f : Z → X × Y as before, where f is a closed immersion. (And
composition of morphisms coincides.) Reminding ourselves of Remark 4.14, we
should view the passage from Ω(F) to Cor0F as being analogous to the passage from
ΩR (Γ) to perm(Γ; R). And this is indeed precisely right, as one can easily show.
We will deduce it later (Proposition 6.14) from more general considerations but, as
an illustration of the notions just introduced, we sketch the main idea here.
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+ Y in Ω(F) and assume
Let f : Z → X ×Y be a span describing a morphism X →
that Z is connected. We may push-forward cycles along the finite map f ,

f∗ [Z] ∈ Z0 (X × Y ) = Cor(X, Y ),
as seen in Example 6.3. Recall that this is very concrete: f factors through one of
the points P of X × Y , and is described simply by a finite field extension F(P ) ⊆
F(Z). The 0-cycle f∗ [Z] is then nothing but [F(Z) : F(P )] · P .
In particular, let F ⊆ K ⊆ L be a pair of finite separable field extensions and
consider the span
(6.6)
Spec(K)

t

π

Spec(L)

π

*

Spec(K)
m

corresponding to the composite morphism K ⊗F K  L ⊗F L  L with m being the
m
multiplication in L. This also factors as K⊗F K  K  L from which we deduce that
the closed point P in this case is Spec(K) and its 0-cycle in Spec(K) × Spec(K) is
the graph of the identity morphism. It follows that the image of (6.6) in correspondences is [L : K] · IdSpec(K) . So Ω(F) → CorF factors through the analogous quotient
as in Proposition 4.17. It is then not difficult to see that the induced functor on
the quotient is an equivalence.
6.7. Recollection ([CD19, § 10]). A presheaf with transfers is an additive presheaf on
CorF with values in R-modules. Such a presheaf is called a sheaf with transfers if its
restriction to SmF is a sheaf. Here we are interested in the Nisnevich and the étale
topology. Recall that covering families in the latter are finite families (Xi → X) of
étale morphisms that are jointly surjective. For the Nisnevich topology one requires
in addition that for every point x ∈ X there exists i and y ∈ Xi mapping to x and
∼
inducing an isomorphism κ(x) → κ(y) on residue fields.
This gives rise to Grothendieck abelian categories ShNis (CorF ; R) and Shét (CorF ; R).
For every smooth F-scheme X, the associated presheaf with transfers CorF (−, X) ⊗
R is a sheaf for both topologies, and these objects form a dense generating family
for the categories of sheaves with transfers. We employ similar terminology for
presheaves on the full subcategory Cor0F , yielding Grothendieck abelian categories
ShNis (Cor0F ; R) and Shét (Cor0F ; R).
6.8. Recollection ([CD19, § 10.3]). In the sequel we will write τ for any of the two
topologies Nis or ét. We will write invariably otr for the functor on (pre)sheaves
(0)
(0)
which ‘forgets transfers’, i.e. is induced by restriction along SmF  CorF . The
functor otr is faithful and exact (in fact, it commutes with all limits and colimits)
hence it is conservative.
(0)
(0)
The canonical inclusion Shτ (CorF ; R)  PSh⊕ (CorF ; R) into the category of
additive presheaves admits a left adjoint aτ such that the canonical natural trans∼
formation is an equivalence aτ otr → otr aτ . In other words, the sheafification of
the underlying presheaf without transfers admits a canonical structure of presheaf
with transfers. In particular, the sheafification functor at the level of (pre)sheaves
with transfers is exact as well.
Finally, sheafification and Day convolution endow the categories of sheaves with
(0)
transfers with a closed tensor structure extending the one on CorF .
We will use the following technical result.
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6.9. Lemma. The inclusion ι : Cor0F  CorF and étale sheafification induce a commutative square of left adjoint exact tensor functors
ShNis (Cor0F ; R) /

ι!

/ ShNis (CorF ; R)

ι!


/ Shét (CorF ; R)

aét

aét


Shét (Cor0F ; R) /

where both horizontal arrows ι! are fully faithful.
Proof. The inclusion ι : Cor0F  CorF induces an adjunction ι̂! a ι̂∗ = (−) ◦ ι at
the level of presheaves with values in R-modules, which restricts to an adjunction
(denoted by the same symbols) at the level of additive presheaves. It is clear that
the restriction ι̂∗ = (−)◦ι preserves τ -sheaves with transfers. We denote the induced
functor by ι∗ : Shτ (CorF ; R) → Shτ (Cor0F ; R). It admits a left adjoint ι! = aτ ι̂! , and
consequently the square of left adjoints in the statement of the lemma commutes,
as claimed. It remains to prove that the horizontal arrows are fully faithful and
exact tensor functors.
Since the tensor structure on sheaves with transfers is obtained from Day convo(0)
lution and sheafification from the tensor structure on CorF , and since the inclusion
0
ι : CorF  CorF is tensor, it follows immediately that ι! is tensor as well.
For full-faithfulness and exactness we start with the following observation. There
is a canonical isomorphism otr ι∗ ∼
= ι∗ otr where on the right hand side, ι∗ denotes
the analogous restriction functor on sheaves without transfer. We claim that the
induced comparison morphism ι! otr → otr ι! : Shτ (Cor0F ; R) → Shτ (SmF ; R) is an
isomorphism too. Since all functors preserve colimits, it suffices to show that the
comparison morphism is invertible when evaluated on ‘representable’ sheaves with
transfers Cor0F (−, X) ⊗ R, where X is an étale F-scheme. This follows from [CD16,
Corollary 2.1.9] (in fact, both sides are equal to the R-linear τ -sheaf on SmF represented by X). We conclude that exactness of ι! at the level of sheaves with transfers
would follow from the same property of ι! at the level of sheaves without transfers
(since otr is faithful exact). And since fully faithfulness of ι! is equivalent to the
unit Id → ι∗ ι! being an equivalence, this would also follow from the same property
of ι! at the level of sheaves without transfers.
The inclusion ι : Sm0F  SmF is a continuous and cocontinuous functor for
both topologies [SGA72a, III, Corollary 3.4] and it follows from general topos theory [SGA72a, III, Proposition 2.6] that
(6.10)

ι! : Shτ (Sm0F ; R) → Shτ (SmF ; R)

is fully faithful. The inclusion ι : Sm0F  SmF also admits a left adjoint which sends
a connected smooth F-scheme X to the spectrum of the separable closure of F in
H0 (X, OX ). It follows from [SGA72a, III, Proposition 2.5] that (6.10) is exact, and
this concludes the proof.

6.11. Notation. Let M ∈ Shét (Cor0F ; R) be an étale sheaf with transfers. We define
the R-module M (F) as the following colimit in R-modules
M (F) := colim M (Spec(K)),
K
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where K runs over the finite field extensions of F contained in F. This R-module
M (F) comes with a canonical action of Γ = Gal(F/F), inducing a functor
ΨF : Shét (Cor0F ; R) → Mod(Γ; R).

(6.12)

6.13. Lemma. The functor ΨF of (6.12) is an equivalence of R-linear tensor categories.
Proof. It is clear that M (F) only depends on the sheaf without transfers underlying M , that is, we have a factorization
∼

o

tr
Shét (Sm0F ; R) → Mod(Γ; R).
ΨF : Shét (Cor0F ; R) −−→

The second functor is the well-known R-linear tensor equivalence induced by Galois
theory [SGA72b, VIII, Corollaire 2.2], and it therefore suffices to show that otr is
an equivalence of R-linear tensor categories too. It admits a left adjoint atr for
formal reasons, and we want to show that the unit η of this adjunction is invertible.
Since both functors preserve colimits, it suffices to show that η is invertible when
evaluated on representable sheaves. This follows from [CD16, Corollary 2.1.9].
Now, atr is colimit preserving and fully faithful, and its essential image contains
the generating family of Shét (Cor0F ; R) given by the ‘representable’ sheaves with
transfers. This shows that atr is an equivalence, with quasi-inverse otr . Finally, we
note that atr is R-linear and tensor, and this completes the proof.

6.14. Proposition. Consider the exact tensor functor ΨF ◦ aét : ShNis (Cor0F ; R) →
Mod(Γ; R). It restricts to an equivalence of R-linear tensor categories
∼

Cor0F ⊗ R → perm(Γ; R).
Proof. The composite
a

→ Shét (Cor0F ; R)
Cor0F ⊗ R → ShNis (Cor0F ; R) −−ét
is fully faithful, and it is easy to see that under the equivalence ΨF the image
corresponds precisely to the permutation modules.

6.15. Remark. We may summarize Proposition 6.14 by the commutative diagram
perm(Γ; R) o



Mod(Γ; R) o

∼

Cor0F ⊗ R


ShNis (Cor0F ; R)
a

ΨF
∼

 ét
Shét (Cor0F ; R)

where the left vertical arrow is the canonical inclusion, and the first vertical arrow
on the right is the Yoneda embedding.
6.16. Remark. The Nisnevich topology on Cor0F is very simple: Every cover splits,
and a presheaf with transfers on Cor0F (i.e. an additive contravariant functor) is
therefore automatically a Nisnevich sheaf with transfers. It follows that we may
extend ΨF to Nisnevich sheaves with transfers and deduce the following consequence.
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6.17. Corollary. There is an equivalence of R-linear (abelian) categories
∼

ΨF : ShNis (Cor0F ; R) → Mackcoh
R Γ
between sheaves with transfers on zero-dimensional smooth schemes, and cohomological Mackey functors.

6.18. Remark. The equivalences established in the last few results are related
through the two commutative squares (of left and right adjoints, respectively):
o
Mackcoh
RZ Γ
LP

a

ΨF
∼

ShNis (Cor0F ; R)
[
aét

FP


Mod(Γ; R) o

ΨF
∼

a


Shét (Cor0F ; R)

Here, the right adjoint to étale sheafification is just the obvious inclusion, and
LP a FP is the adjunction of Remark 5.4.
7. Artin motives
In this section, we want to explain the connection with Artin motives alluded
to in the introduction. This is originally due to Voevodsky [Voe00, § 3.4]. We keep
the notation and hypotheses of Hypothesis 6.1, that is, F is a field with absolute
Galois group Γ = Gal(F/F).
To avoid cumbersome notation, we will from now on write X ∈ Shτ (CorF ; R) for
the sheaf with transfers CorF (−, X) ⊗ R whenever X is a smooth F-scheme.
7.1. Recollection. The category of effective motives over F (with R-linear coefficients) is the Verdier localization of the derived category of sheaves with transfers
(7.2)

DMeff (F; R) :=

D(ShNis (CorF ; R))

Loc( cone(A1X → X) X ∈ SmF )

obtained by inverting A1X → X for every smooth F-scheme X.
The compact part of DMeff (F; R) is called the category of effective geometric
motives, and is denoted
DMgm,eff (F; R) := DMeff (F; R)c .
Let X be a smooth F-scheme. The image of X in DMgm,eff (F; R) is called the
(effective) motive of X. (Since we will deal exclusively with effective motives in the
sequel, we will often drop the adjective.)
7.3. Remark. The tensor product on sheaves with transfers induces a tensor product
on the derived category [CD19, § 5, or 11.1.2]. The kernel of the Verdier localization
in (7.2) is an ideal hence DMeff (F; R) inherits the structure of a tensor category.
Also, the triangulated category D(ShNis (CorF ; R)) is compactly generated by (the
sheaves with transfers representing) smooth F-schemes. (This follows from the finite
cohomological dimension with respect to the Nisnevich topology [KS86, 1.2.5].) It
follows that DMeff (F; R) is compactly generated by motives of smooth schemes.
7.4. Proposition. (a) The functor induced by Lemma 6.9,
ι! : D(ShNis (Cor0F ; R))  D(ShNis (CorF ; R)),
is tensor triangulated and fully faithful.
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(b) Its composite with the quotient of (7.2) remains fully faithful:
ι! : D(ShNis (Cor0F ; R))  DMeff (F; R).
Proof. The functor ι! of Lemma 6.9 was shown to be tensor, fully faithful and exact.
As it also has an exact right adjoint ι∗ , it follows that the unit of the adjunction
at the level of derived categories remains an isomorphism. This shows the first
statement.
For the second statement, it suffices to prove that the image of each 0-dimensional
smooth F-scheme in D(ShNis (CorF ; R)) is local with respect to the morphisms
A1X → X
for each smooth F-scheme X. Thus let F0 /F be a finite separable field extension.
We want to prove that the map
HomD(ShNis (CorF ;R)) (X, Σi Spec(F0 )) → HomD(ShNis (CorF ;R)) (A1X , Σi Spec(F0 ))
is bijective for each i ∈ Z. As the objects of Cor0F are their own tensor duals, this
is equivalent to showing
HomD(ShNis (CorF ;R)) (X 0 , Σi R) → HomD(ShNis (CorF ;R)) (A1X 0 , Σi R)
bijective, where we set X 0 = XF0 . But by [Voe00, Proposition 3.1.8], this identifies
with the canonical map
HiNis (X 0 , R) → HiNis (A1X 0 , R).
Both sides vanish for i > 0 by Lemma 7.5 below and for i < 0, and the map is an
isomorphism for i = 0:
Rπ0 (X

0

) ∼

1

→ Rπ0 (AX 0 ) .



7.5. Lemma. Let X be an irreducible, geometrically unibranch (e.g. normal) scheme,
and F a constant sheaf of R-modules on the small Nisnevich site XNis . Then
HiNis (X, F ) = 0 for all i > 0.
Proof. Let K(X) denote the function field of X, and consider the inclusion
η : Spec(K(X))  X
which induces a morphism of sites
(−)η : XNis → Spec(K(X))Nis
and associated morphism of topoi
η ∗ : ShNis (ÉtX ; R)  ShNis (ÉtSpec(K(X)) ; R) : η∗ .
It follows directly from the properties of étale morphisms with target X in [Gro67,
Proposition 18.10.7] that the canonical morphism
(7.6)

F → η∗ η ∗ F

is an isomorphism. Note that every Nisnevich cover in ÉtSpec(K(X)) splits and hence
every sheaf is flabby. As direct images preserve flabby sheaves, it follows from the
isomorphism (7.6) that F is flabby as well. This concludes the proof.
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7.7. Remark. Alternatively, if F is a perfect field, the subcategory of A1 -local objects
in D(ShNis (CorF ; R)) identifies with those complexes whose homology sheaves are
A1 -invariant. (In [Voe00, Proposition 3.2.3] this is stated only for right-bounded
complexes; the general case is in [BV08, Theorem 4.4].) By Example 6.3, we see
that an object of Cor0F defines an A1 -invariant Nisnevich sheaf with transfers, and
this yields a shorter proof of Proposition 7.4 for F perfect.
7.8. Notation. We define DAM(F; R) as the localizing subcategory of DMeff (F; R)
generated by the motives of 0-dimensional smooth F-schemes, and we call it the
category of Artin motives. It is a compactly generated tensor triangulated category.
Its compact part, the category of geometric Artin motives,
DAMgm (F; R) := DAM(F; R)c
can also be described as the thick subcategory of DMgm,eff (F; R) generated by the
motives of 0-dimensional smooth F-schemes (Recollection 3.8 (b)).
7.9. Remark. Recall that DMgm,eff (F; R) is a full subcategory of the category of
Voevodsky motives DMgm (F; R) [Voe00, Theorem 4.3.1]. The latter is obtained
from the former by tensor-inverting the Tate object R(1), and thereby turning each
object rigid (for the tensor structure). As we observed above, the motives of 0dimensional smooth F-schemes are rigid; in fact, they are their own tensor duals.
It follows that DAMgm (F; R) is already a rigid tensor triangulated category, and
this explains why one does not distinguish between an effective and non-effective
version of Artin motives.
Artin representations are typically understood as finite dimensional representations of the absolute Galois group of a field. Originally the vector spaces were
over the field of complex number, and the base field was the field of rational numbers. Later, other base fields were considered, and in the motivic community it
is not unusual to consider more general coefficients. This sheds some light on the
terminology introduced in Notation 7.8.
The following result completes the picture (1.2) discussed in the introduction.
7.10. Corollary. There are canonical equivalences of tensor triangulated categories
Ψ−1 ◦FP

ι

∼

∼

!
→
DAM(F; R).
DPerm(Γ; R) −−F−−−→ D(ShNis (Cor0F ; R)) −

They restrict to equivalences of tensor triangulated categories of compacts
∼

∼

Kb (perm(Γ; R)\ ) → Kb ((Cor0F ⊗ R)\ ) → DAMgm (F; R).
Proof. The first equivalence is Corollary 6.17 and Corollary 5.7. And the fullyfaithful functor of Proposition 7.4 has image DAM(F; R).

7.11. Remark. Of course, the inverse of the composite equivalence sends the motive
of a finite separable field extension F ⊆ F0 corresponding to an open subgroup
Γ0 ≤ Γ to the permutation module R(Γ/Γ0 ), cf. Recollection 6.4.
7.12. Remark. Assume F is perfect. We may identify DMeff (F; R) with the full
subcategory of D(ShNis (CorF ; R)) of complexes with A1 -invariant homology sheaves
(Remark 7.7). Restrict attention to the full subcategory
DM –,eff (F; R)
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spanned by those complexes whose homology is right-bounded (in addition to being
A1 -invariant). This is Voevodsky’s ‘big’ category of effective motives [Voe00].
Note that D− (ShNis (Cor0F ; R)) does not have all coproducts. Yet, it is the smallest
triangulated subcategory (of itself) containing Kb (perm(Γ; R)) and closed under
coproducts. So it follows from Proposition 7.4 that we have an equivalence
∼

D− (ShNis (Cor0F ; R)) → DAM(F; R) ∩ DM –,eff (F; R).
If R = Z, this recovers [Voe00, Proposition 3.4.1].
7.13. Remark. Let us follow up on the picture presented in Remark 6.15. Replacing
Nisnevich by étale sheaves in Recollection 7.1 one obtains similarly a tensor trianeff
gulated category DMét
(F; R). The sheafification functor aét passes to the level of
motives and we obtain a diagram:
Ψ−1 ◦FP

DPerm(Γ; R)

/ D(ShNis (Cor0F ; R)) /

F

∼

(7.14)

ι!

/ DMeff (F; R)

ι!


/ DMeff (F; R).
ét

aét


D(Mod(Γ; R)) o

aét


D(Shét (Cor0F ; R))

ΨF
∼

Here the left square is the derived analogue of the commutative square in Remark 6.15, and the right square is (induced from) a derived analogue of the commutative square in Lemma 6.9.
7.15. Corollary. Assume that R is n-torsion with n ∈ Z invertible in F. Under the
equivalence of Corollary 7.10, the étale realization on Artin motives corresponds to
the canonical functor which is the identity on objects:
DPerm(Γ; R)
(7.16)


D(Mod(Γ; R))

Cor. 7.10
∼

/ DAM(F; R)

=


/ D(Mod(Γ; R)).

Reét

Proof. The Rigidity Theorem (in the form of [CD16, Theorem 4.5.2]) implies that
the bottom right horizontal arrow ι! in (7.14) becomes an equivalence. Recall also
that the étale realization may then be described as the composite
a

eff
Reét : DMeff (F; R) −−ét
→ DMét
(F; R) ' D(Mod(Γ; R))

from the top right to the bottom left in (7.14). Hence (7.16) commutes.



8. Mackey functoriality
In previous sections we have established the equivalences between three theories
as described in Figure 1 and more precisely in (1.2). Each of these theories comes
with a dependence on a profinite group (or base field), and the variance of the
theory as a function of the group may be seen to satisfy axioms reminiscent of
Mackey functors. Although this can be formalized as a Mackey (2-)functoriality in
the sense of [BD20], we restrict ourselves to the key ingredients without theoretical
elaboration. Namely, we will exhibit the functoriality for each of the theories, and
show that it is compatible with the equivalences between the theories.
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8.1. Remark. We recalled the restriction, induction, and conjugation functors on
discrete modules in Recollection 2.10 and we noted that they restrict to permutation
modules. As each of these operations is both a left and a right adjoint, they pass
to Kb (perm(−; R)) and then to DPerm(−; R).
8.2. Remark. In order to quickly define the Mackey structure on cohomological
Mackey functors, we view them as (R-linear) presheaves on permutation modules
(Corollary 4.21). A similar approach is taken by Thévenaz and Webb [TW90], and
is equivalent to the more elementary constructions by Yoshida [Sas82].
Given an open subgroup Γ0 ≤ Γ, an element γ ∈ Γ, and cohomological Mackey
coh
0
functors M ∈ Mackcoh
R (Γ ), N ∈ MackR Γ, we define
(8.3)

ρΓΓ0 (N ) = N ◦ IndΓΓ0 ,

τΓΓ0 (M ) = M ◦ ResΓΓ0 ,

σγ (M ) = M ◦ cγ −1 ,

where we used the corresponding Mackey functoriality on permutation modules
(Recollection 2.10). As the latter functors are all R-linear, we conclude that the
newly defined functors in (8.3) remain cohomological Mackey functors.
These operations satisfy analogues of the axioms for Mackey functors, and this
follows essentially from the corresponding axioms for permutation modules. As
an example, we give details for the Mackey formula. Let H, K ≤ Γ and M ∈
Mackcoh
R (K). Then we find
Γ
Γ
ρΓH τK
M = τK
M ◦ IndΓH

= M ◦ ResΓK ◦ IndΓH
H
= M ◦ ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H IndK
K∩gH ◦cg ◦ ResKg ∩H
H
= ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H M ◦ IndK
K∩gH ◦cg ◦ ResKg ∩H
K
H
= ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H τK
g ∩H (M ◦ IndK∩gH ◦cg )
K
H
= ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H τK
g ∩H σg −1 (M ◦ IndK∩gH )
H
K
= ⊕[g]∈K\Γ/H τK
g ∩H σg −1 ρK∩gH M

= ⊕[γ]∈H\Γ/K τγHK∩H σγ ρK
K∩H γ M
where the last equality is obtained upon replacing g by γ = g −1 .
8.4. Remark. The operations ρ?? , τ?? , σ? on cohomological Mackey functors are exact
and therefore trivially induce functors (denoted by the same symbols) on the derived
categories. Indeed, induction and restriction are adjoints to each other on both
sides, at the level of permutation modules. It follows that the same is true for ρ??
and τ?? at the level of cohomological Mackey functors. In particular, these functors
are exact. The functor σγ is an isomorphism with inverse σγ −1 .
8.5. Proposition. Let Γ0 ≤ Γ be an open subgroup, and γ ∈ Γ. The equivalence
of Corollary 5.7 identifies the operations on the left with the operations on the right
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in the following diagram:
DPerm(Γ; R)
IndΓ
Γ0

∼

τΓΓ0

ResΓ
Γ0

DPerm(Γ0 ; R)

∼

ρΓ
Γ0

0
D(Mackcoh
R (Γ ))
σγ

cγ

DPerm(γ Γ0 ; R)

D(Mackcoh
R Γ)

∼

γ 0
D(Mackcoh
R ( Γ ))

Proof. Suppose G : Mod(H; R) → Mod(K; R) is a functor with left adjoint F . Then
for any (H; R)-module M we have
FP(M ) ◦ F = HomMod(K;R) (F (−), M ) = HomMod(H;R) (−, G(M )) = FP(G(M )).
By the existing adjunctions for restriction, induction, and conjugation, and by our
definition of the operations on cohomological Mackey functors, we see from this
that the functor
FP : Mod(?; R) → Mackcoh
R (?)
is compatible with the operations in the statement. The same is then true for the
induced functor
FP : K(Mod(?; R)) → K(Mackcoh
R (?)).
We conclude after restricting to DPerm(?; R) and composing with K(Mackcoh
R (?)) →
(?)),
by
Remark
8.4.

D(Mackcoh
R
We now turn our focus to Artin motives. The following functoriality is a special
case of the adjunction f] a f ∗ at the level of effective motives, for any smooth
morphism f of schemes.
8.6. Remark. Let F ⊂ F0 be a finite separable field extension and let us denote by
πF0 /F : Spec(F0 ) → Spec(F) the associated étale morphism of schemes. The scalar
extension functor F0 ×F − admits a left adjoint
(8.7)

πF0 /F ◦ − : CorF0  CorF : F0 ×F −

which takes a smooth F0 -scheme X to itself viewed as a smooth F-scheme [CD19,
Lemma 9.3.7]. Left Kan extension and sheafification induce a similar adjunction
on sheaves with transfers:
(πF0 /F )] : ShNis (CorF0 ; R)  ShNis (CorF ; R) : πF∗0 /F .
Explicitly, πF∗0 /F (F ) = F ◦ (πF0 /F ◦ −), while (πF0 /F )] is essentially determined by
sending the sheaf with transfers represented by X ∈ CorF0 to the sheaf with transfers
represented by X viewed in CorF . The pullback functor is exact and passes to the
derived category, where its left adjoint is given by left deriving (πF0 /F )] . By the
description given above, it is clear that these two functors pass to an adjunction on
the quotients (7.2), which in line with the literature we abusively denote by
(πF0 /F )] : DMeff (F0 ; R)  DMeff (F; R) : πF∗0 /F .
It is also true, although we will not need it, that the functor πF∗0 /F admits a right
adjoint (πF0 /F )∗ .
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8.8. Remark. The adjunction of Remark 8.6 clearly restricts to the subcategories of
Artin motives, since on motives of smooth schemes they coincide with the adjunction of (8.7). Thus we obtain
(πF0 /F )] : DAM(F0 ; R)  DAM(F; R) : πF∗0 /F .
We also note that the adjunction restricts to geometric Artin motives for the same
reason.
8.9. Remark. Let F be a field with a fixed separable algebraic closure F and absolute
Galois group Γ = Gal(F/F). For any element γ ∈ Γ and finite field extension F ⊆ F0
∼
contained in F we obtain an equivalence γ : Sm0γ −1 (F0 ) → Sm0F0 which takes the
spectrum of K (for γ −1 (F0 ) ⊂ K ⊂ F) to the spectrum of γ(K). We denote by the
∼
same symbol γ : Cor0γ −1 (F0 ) → Cor0F0 the associated equivalence on correspondences,
∗
and by γ = − ◦ γ the induced equivalence on sheaves with transfers. Since it is
exact, it passes to the derived category. Through the equivalence of Corollary 6.17
we obtain an adjoint equivalence
γ ∗ : DAM(F0 ; R) ' DAM(γ −1 (F0 ); R) : (γ −1 )∗ .
8.10. Proposition. Let F ⊂ F0 be a finite separable extension, let F be a separable
algebraic closure of F with Galois group Γ = Gal(F/F). Assume that F0 ⊂ F
corresponds to the open subgroup Γ0 ≤ Γ. Also let γ ∈ Γ.
The equivalences of Corollary 6.17 and Corollary 7.10 identify the operations on
the left with the operations on the right in the following diagram:
D(Mackcoh
R Γ)
τΓΓ0

∼

ρΓ
Γ0

0
D(Mackcoh
R Γ )

∗
πF
0 /F

(πF0 /F )]
∼

σγ
γ 0
D(Mackcoh
Γ)
R

DAM(F; R)

DAM(F0 ; R)
γ∗

∼

DAM(γ −1 (F0 ); R)

Proof. We start with conjugation, that is, the bottom square. If γ −1 (F0 ) ⊆ K ⊆ F
corresponds to K ≤ (Γ0 )γ then γ(K) corresponds to γ K ≤ Γ0 . Under the equivalence between categories of correspondences and permutation modules of Proposition 6.14, the operation γ is therefore induced by R((Γ0 )γ /H) 7→ R(Γ0 /γ H), that
is, cγ −1 . By definition (Remarks 8.2 and 8.9), it then follows that the operations
σγ = − ◦ cγ −1 and γ ∗ = − ◦ γ correspond to each other under the equivalence of
Corollary 6.17. Passing to the derived categories we see that the bottom square in
the statement commutes.
For the top square, by uniqueness of adjoints, it suffices to discuss restriction.
Now, given a 0-dimensional smooth F-scheme X, it is clear that the corresponding
Γ-set is in bijection with the Γ0 -set corresponding to the F0 -scheme F0 ×F X:
HomF0 (F0 ⊗F O(X), F) ∼
= HomF (O(X), F).
It follows that the functor F0 ×F − on correspondences (8.7) identifies with restriction
on permutation modules. Left Kan extending we obtain that the functor πF∗0 /F
on sheaves with transfers identifies with the left Kan extension of restriction on
cohomological Mackey functors, under the equivalence of Corollary 6.17. The latter
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is left adjoint to the functor τΓΓ0 = −◦ResΓΓ0 of (8.3), thus coincides with ρΓΓ0 . Passing
to derived categories, we conclude that the top square(s) commute(s) as well. 
Combining Propositions 8.5 and 8.10 we obtain that the Mackey functoriality
on the derived category of permutation modules identifies with the one on Artin
motives.
8.11. Corollary. With the notation and assumptions of Proposition 8.10, the equivalence of Corollary 7.10 identifies the operations on the left with the operations on
the right in the following diagram:
∼

DPerm(Γ; R)
IndΓ
Γ0

ResΓ
Γ0

DAM(F; R)
∗
πF
0 /F

(πF0 /F )]
∼

DPerm(Γ0 ; R)

DAM(F0 ; R)
γ∗

cγ
∼

DPerm(γ Γ0 ; R)

DAM(γ −1 (F0 ); R)



We finish with an observation about inflation. Let N ⊆ Γ be a closed but not
necessarily open normal subgroup, corresponding to a Galois extension F ⊆ E ⊆ F.
8.12. Definition. We denote by DAM(E/F; R) the localizing subcategory of DAM(F; R)
generated by the motives of Spec(F0 ), where F ⊆ F0 ⊆ E is a finite subextension
of F.
8.13. Proposition. The equivalence of Corollary 7.10 identifies the subcategory on
the left with the subcategory on the right in the following diagram:
DPerm(Γ̄; R)

∼

DAM(E/F; R)

∼

DAM(F; R).

InflΓ
Γ̄

DPerm(Γ; R)

Proof. The vertical functor on the left is fully faithful, by Lemma 3.15. The claim
then follows from the observation that the composite of Corollary 7.10 with inflation
takes the compact generators R(Γ̄/K̄) of DPerm(Γ̄; R) defined by N ⊆ K ≤ Γ to
K
the compact generators of DAM(E/F; R), namely the motive of Spec(F ).

8.14. Remark. Note that DAMgm (F; R) is the union of DAMgm (E/F; R) where E
runs through finite Galois extensions, and where DAMgm (E/F; R) = DAM(E/F; R)∩
DAMgm (F; R) is the compact part. This corresponds, by Proposition 8.13, to the
remark made about the derived category of permutation modules in Remark 3.16.
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